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WORLDWIDE
HAPPENINGS
OFFF SEVILLA
6-9 DEC 2018,
Lope de Vega Theatre, Sevilla

Over a decade ago, OFFF Barcelona was born
as an event. Today, OFFF is a way of life. OFFF
Festival hosts innovative and international talents
to share their insightful experiences. It’s the key
meeting point for artists and creative minds from
all around the world to unite, collaborate and share
their passion. OFFF is a community inviting all those
whom are eager to learn to participate and get
inspired in a journey of conferences, workshops,
activities and performances. It is a platform in which
artists reveal their work process and demonstrate
the importance of the creative industry. OFFF takes
place in the heart of Barcelona annually, while it
tours the world as OFFF on Tour.

DESIGN SHANGHAI
6-9 MAR 2019
SEC, Shanghai

Showcasing the best design brands and galleries
from across the globe, Design Shanghai provides a
unique and exciting platform to network, exchange
and establish long-term business relations with
Asia’s top architects, interior designers, property
developers, retailers, collectors and private
buyers. The event aims to explore how eastern and
western design philosophies can work together
synergistically across the six halls: Contemporary
Design, Classic & Luxury Design, Collectible
Design, Kitchen & Bathroom Design, Workplace
Design and New Materials and Applications.
Design Shanghai has fast earned its position
alongside the most established design events in
the world.

PAUSE FEST
6-8 FEB 2019
Fed Square, Melbourne

Pause Fest is one of the world’s leading creativity
infused business event. It is a catalyst for change, a
uniter of all industries, and a platform for the future.
Often referred to as “Australasia’s SXSW”, over
the course of nine exceptional years, the humble
event has grown to welcome some 15,000 movers,
shakers and creative change-makers. Pause is
home to an audience of early adopters — which has
been instrumental in giving some of Australia’s most
successful start-ups the launchpad they needed to
thrive.
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